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In the last few decades the Andean Cities have undergone significant urban growth 
which has caused rapid transformations that continue today.  in addition to such 
developments, which are often of an informal nature, there exists a plethora of 
other physical factors and socioeconomic problems, such as poverty and social 
exclusion, which result in cities whose territory encompasses areas of a heightened 
risk of disaster.

The municipal teams and civil organisations have been forced to learn quickly how 
to manage such risk, including it within their daily urban management whilst at the 
same time collecting invaluable experience throughout the years. In the quest for 
suitable solutions to the problems faced, each city has sought to develop their own 
strategies as a response to particular situations; that nevertheless are often easily 
transferable to other areas with similar problems.

the objective of this catalogue is to encourage and facilitate the exchange of 
experiences between municipalities, and to strengthen sustainable co-operation 
mechanisms such as ‘mutual aid’.  We believe that technical assistance between 
similar cities, also termed ‘horizontal co-operation’ or ‘south-south’, is an invaluable 
tool that can contribute greatly to the development of the region. 

supported by the european Commission Humanitarian aid department (eCHo) 
and with the technical assistance of the Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery 
(BCPR) of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Regional 
project of Risk Reduction in Major andean Cities let appreciate the potential of 
this intermunicipal process. in order to share their work with others, the City Halls 
involved have identified tools and methodologies developed through constant 
efforts. This reflection has enabled cities to gain insight into their own procedures, 
identify weaknesses, and also detect complementarities with technical solutions of 
other City Halls. this joint work has strengthened technical capacities, and most 
of all it has generated a strong mental resolve and motivation to create a network 
which may produce an impact beyond the objectives of this project.

the production of this catalogue has relied upon the participation of the authorities 
and technical staff from the ten Andean City Halls: Bogotá, La Paz, Lima, Quito and 
the six that form part of the Caracas Metropolitan Area (Baruta, Chacao, El Hatillo, 
libertador, sucre, and the alcaldía Mayor). Within this process, an introspective 

Presentation
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work was carried out in each municipality, analysing and systematising practices 
which have subsequently been made available to the other Andean Capitals through 
a number of hands-on workshops; and that are now available to the general public 
thanks to this catalogue.

therefore, the main acknowledgment for this work must go to the technicians, 
employees and politicians from the municipalities, who not only worked on the 
project but also engaged themselves to provide technical support to any other 
individuals who might also be willing to participate in processes similar to the ones 
described and expounded upon in the following pages.

Important acknowledgement must also be given to the Country Offices of the UNDP, 
particularly the Bolivian office, where this project has been coordinated; and to the 
staff who accompanied and gave strength and support to the process: Germán and 
Luisz in Bogotá; Virginia, Velkis, Ketty and Carlos in Caracas; Franklin and María 
Elena in Quito; Olga, David and Raul in Lima; and particularly to Lucho, Jorge and 
Rocío who from la paz also organised the implementation of the whole project.

I hope this catalogue that you are reading now can fulfil its objectives of contributing, 
as another tool, to enrich the risk management practice in the region.

angeles arenas 
Regional disaster Reduction advisor 

UNDP-BCPR
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Throughout 2006 and part of 2007 the municipal authorities of the five Andean 
capitals have undertaken a joint initiative of exchange of experiences in the areas of 
risk reduction and disaster preparedness. this exercise is part of the project undp/
dipeCHo Regional Strengthening for Risk Reduction in Major Cities of the 
Andean Region. this project aims to generate synergies between capital cities 
through the compilation of risk reduction and disaster preparedness instruments, and 
the identification of policy proposals and management indicators at a regional level.     

if we try to put the results of this exchange in numbers, we can say that seventy 
five (83) instruments have been identified and compiled; these instruments 
have been made available to the other municipal authorities in five (5) hands-
on workshops which have motivated the request of sixty seven (67) demands for 
technical assistance and, more specifically, the definition of fifteen (15) initiatives 
of horizontal cooperation. these numbers are indeed successful; however, they 
are only the first step towards the creation of a permanent and dynamic space of 
exchange.  

undoubtedly, the experience has gone beyond identifying experiences, carrying out 
exchange workshops and writing documents to be published, like the one you are 
reading now. The interaction between technicians who share similar difficulties in 
their daily work and the internal institutional analysis – on the one hand, necessary 

introduction 1
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to show its strengths and weaknesses, and on the other logical and natural when 
contrasting their experiences with other municipal authorities – has stimulated the 
construction of a dynamic network between officials and municipal workers. All 
this with the aim of starting changes in their area, supporting each other in the 
development of initiatives of horizontal cooperation and of technical assistance 
within the region.    

To give the process greater validity and sustainability, the municipal officials 
involved have insisted, time and time again, on the importance of some kind of 
commitment from their higher authorities. With this regard, joint thinking process 
lets create a set of policy proposals and a Regional declaration for facilitating their 
implementation. This Declaration was signed by the five Mayors of the five cities 
which start within this process, in La Paz Summit on the 13th of April 2007. We 
say starting, because in this event 20 Mayors from other cities, also members of the 
Red andina de Ciudades - RaC (andean Cities network) attended the summit and 
exposed their willing for joining into this process.  

in this phase of adhesion this Regional Catalogue is a very important element 
because it presents, not only to the cities but also to the general public, with the 
instruments compiled in each one of the municipalities. these instruments have been 
the basis for the intellectual reflection and production of mutual aid mechanisms 
between the capital cities, and are characterized by trying to influence both the 
cause factors and the actual unsafe conditions and dealing with the effects

in order to organise the tools in a logic and clear way and to promote a comparative 
analysis of the management models in each city, a methodological proposal was 
made. This proposal will enable first to analyse the complexity of the factors within 
the risk subject, and second to identify those instruments implicitly or explicitly 
directed to intervene in those risks. The City Hall of Bogotá gave the structural 
basis that was revised and complemented by technicians from the City Hall in 
La Paz (Gobierno Municipal de La Paz - GMLP). Subsequently, this proposal was 
enriched and validated with the contributions made by technicians from the other 
three cities. 

In synthesis, the methodology used allows analysing the configuration process 
of risk conditions at four levels: structural causes or background causes (named 
environment), immediate causes (the named nucleus), the resultant threatening 
conditions and vulnerability (the named unsafe conditions) and the consequences 
of this risk (the named effects). for each one of these levels the different municipal 
authorities have identified and developed the instruments to intervene in them. 
for this reason the documents of each city, included in this Regional Catalogue, 
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present two main parts: the characterisation of the risk scenario on the hillsides 
and the compilation of municipal management instruments for risk reduction and 
emergency preparedness.    

Moreover, the catalogue as well as this regional document, also contains the 
documents from each city. this regional document presents both the methodology 
implemented and the comparative reading of the characterisations and the 
management models from the five cities. It also contains the political orientation 
and the Regional Declaration, that as a product of the joint reflections between 
the technicians from the five cities; has been extracted; as well as the mutual aid 
mechanisms, a result of the negotiations between the cities.  

On behalf of the five cities, of their municipal authorities and of the offices of 
the undp we can say that the process initiated presents great potential, not only 
because of the capacity of their technicians but mainly for the motivation and 
commitment showed, and the political willingness of their Mayors.
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in the last decades the andean region has undergone a rapid process of urbanization 
and an increase in the conditions that go from risk to disaster. as a result, the number 
of events as well as their variety has risen significantly. The municipal authorities, 
responding to this situation, have developed capabilities in both prevention and 
mitigation, as well as in emergency preparedness and assistance. in this context 
the capital cities have made important improvements demonstrating great potential 
for their replication in other urban areas.

In these considerations, the project has taken place simultaneously in the five 
capital cities of the Andean Community: Bogotá, Caracas, La Paz, Lima and Quito. 
through coordinated work between their municipal governments and the respective 
UNDP offices, the different experiences developed in the area of risk reduction and 
emergency preparedness have been recognised, analysed, shared and spread out 
with the aim of generating synergies and strategies of mutual support within the 
region.

from the very beginning, the project wanted to promote the organisation of meeting 
points for the technical teams and their superiors, in both at national level and between 
the five capitals in the region. The joint thought has allowed generating proposals 
for policy guidelines to incorporate risk reduction in the dynamics of the different 
municipalities. This has been the basis for the definition of a Regional Declaration 

Regional project 2
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that was signed in the Conferencia y Foro de Alcaldes (Mayors Conference and 
Summit) held in La Paz city from the 11th to the 13th of April, 2007.

this initiative is within an andean regional context and within an international context 
for the promotion of risk reduction and emergency preparedness. this strategy also 
contributes to the implementations of the guidelines 2, 3 and 5 from the Hyogo 
framework for action, within the thematic area � “Mutual assistance” from the 
andean strategy for disaster prevention and assistance under the responsibility of 
CapRade (andean Committee for disaster prevention and assistance) and of the 
�th dipeCHo action plan for the andean region.

2.1. WHO IS TAKING PART
In each city the main Municipal Governments were invited to participate: 
Metropolitans or Main City Halls. However, in the particular case of Caracas the 
situation was different. Considering that the Metropolitan City Hall has been recently 
created, it was decided to include the other five minor City Halls, also part of the 
city of Caracas.

n Bogotá: Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá (Main City Hall)

n Caracas: Alcaldía Metropolitana de Caracas (Metropolitan City Hall) and the City 
Halls of Baruta, Chacao, El Hatillo, Libertador, and Sucre.

n La Paz: Gobierno Municipal de La Paz (Municipal Government)

n Lima: Municipalidad Metropolitana de Lima (Metropolitan Municipality)

n Quito: Alcaldía del Distrito Metropolitano de Quito (City Hall of the Metropolitan 
district)

Focusing on municipalities that cover a vast territorial area, a significant number of 
inhabitants and a complex institutional network has not allowed adding to the analysis, 
reflection and interaction process other neighbouring municipalities; for example: El 
Callao in Lima; El Alto in La Paz and Soacha in Bogotá. However, it has been recognised 
that in all cases risk reduction should include a metropolitan and regional vision.

2.2. OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT
Reinforce the disaster risk reduction capacities in major cities and its vulnerable 
communities through the compilation of initiatives, the identification of a basis for 
common policies and tailor made indicators for municipalities, and the exchange of 
experiences at national and regional levels.
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2.3. EXPECTED RESULTS

�. instruments for risk reduction and emergency preparedness developed by the 
five capital cities will be analysed and shared as the basis to generate national 
and regional synergies. 

 Instruments that have been taken into account are: legal frameworks and land 
use planning that include the risk variable, methods for community participation 
and strategies to prevent settlements in risk areas, mapping hazards and 
vulnerabilities. these instruments have been compiled, analysed in relation to 
the context of each city, and then shared.  this publication and the Cd that 
comes with it represents a key product to disseminate experiences beyond those 
who are directly involved in this project.

2. A basis of policy guidelines and a series of adequate and easy to use indicators 
will be designed by all the cities and shared out amongst municipalities.

 From the considerations made in the different City Halls, different specific and 
regional proposals have been designed for the inclusion of risk reduction and 
emergency preparedness in municipal dynamics. on the subject, each City Hall 
has the task of influencing in the political sphere of their respective institutions in 
order to achieve greater sustainability in their activities. different mechanisms of 
working on mutual aid and regional integration will strengthen those proposals

2.4. STAGES OF THE PROJECT
The project has followed the following logic, divided in seven stages:

GRaphic 01 STaGES OF ThE pROJEcT 

Design of the
strategy and
methodology.

Strategic
Regional

Agreements.

Defining
mechanisms of

mutual aid.
Defining policy

guidelines.

Publication of the
catalogue (Printed

copy and CD).

Execution of
hands-on

workshops.

Identification
and Compilation

of tools.

Characterisation
of the scenario

to be intervened.
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2.4.1. THE STRATEGY AND METHODOLOGY
OF INTERVENTION

from the beginning, the undp and the municipal authorities of the project have 
clearly specified the scope the process should have. In a first meeting that took place 
in Quito, four key decisions were made which stressed the direction of the activities:

 n	 given the short time available to carry out the project and recognizing 
the differences between municipalities, a chosen risk scenario has been 
prioritised for comparative analysis of the different management models 
in each city and their tools.

	 n	 As a crucial opportunity for joint reflection and to generate the basis 
for an exchange of experiences, the project must emphasize interaction 
between technicians from the five cities. 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 n	 the project must insist not only on technical aspects but also on political 
ones. in this way more sustainability can be given to the exchange, and a real 
strengthening of the actions can be achieved and carried out in each city.	
	 	 	

	 n	 The project must have a double strategy: on one hand, a regional strategy 
to promote exchange and joint reflection; and on the other a municipal 
strategy specific to each city. This due to recognising the different contexts 
and the particular interests of each municipality.

the methodology used for the analysis of the instruments should allow recognising, 
in all its complexity, the process of building up risk conditions. this complex analysis 
would require and would facilitate the inclusion of the different dependencies in 
each City Hall, to eventually search in their own experiences, practices and models, 
and to then be able to identify their management instruments.

The methodology used as a base to define the Strategic Plan was the one used by the 
Dirección de Prevención y Atención de Emergencias de Bogotá - DPAE (Directorate 
of Emergency Prevention and Response of Bogotá), as it was considered  to meet 
the necessary requirements. This methodology was revised by the technicians from 
the Municipal Government of La Paz and subsequently complemented and validated 
by the five cities in a Methodology Workshop in Lima in August 2006.
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2.4.2. CHARACTERISING THE
SCENARIO TO BE INTERVENED 

The risk generating processes of informal areas around the hillsides were analysed: 
main cause factors, actors involved, and unsafe conditions. the main objective was to 
find key aspects or bottlenecks in risk management that will eventually help to analyse 
the appropriate instruments and tools, rather than carrying out an in-depth diagnosis 
of the subject. the second chapter in each one of the documents elaborated for every 
city discuss this analysis. Within this document, a regional synthesis and comparative 
analysis is included in the fourth chapter.

2.4.3. IDENTIFICATION AND
COMPILATION OF TOOLS

once the risk scenario was characterised, the instruments and tools that have 
already developed to manage this problem were identified. During compilation, basic 
information on each one of these tools was registered (institution in charge, coordination, 
products and results, timetable, budget, etc.), and also an analysis on the strengths 
and weaknesses found in the implementation of these experiences was carried out. 
the compilation and analysis of the instruments, by management area correspond to 
the third chapter of each one of the documents elaborated for every city. a regional 
synthesis is found in the fifth chapter of this document.

2.4.4. HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS

Regional meetings took place in each of the cities. in these meetings the host 
authority presented its own tools to the other local governments involved. these 
events not only gave a special dynamics to the interaction amongst the five cities but 
also, and most importantly, gave a motivating dynamics within each municipality. 
the need to present their own experiences also allowed them to analyse their 
own improvements and needs, and promoted the first stage of cooperation and 
articulation between the different municipal authorities.  

The workshops were co-organised by the UNDP regional offices and the municipal 
authorities from the participant cities during the last months of 2006. they took 
place according to the following timetable: La Paz, 9-�� of october/ Lima, �2-�� 
of october/ Quito, 6-8 of November/ Caracas, 9-�� f november/ Bogotá, ��-�� 
of december. in this last city, a business conference to identify the proposals related 
to the exchange of experiences and mutual aid mechanisms also took place. the 
reports of these meetings are included in this Cd but only in spanish version.
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2.4.5. POLICY GUIDELINES AND INDICATORS

The reflection generated at a regional level was identifying the necessary policy 
guidelines for appropriate risk management not only for hillside areas but also for 
the incorporation of risk reduction into the whole municipal dynamics. The five City 
Halls agreed that these guidelines should not be limited to general proposals, but 
rather they should be the basis to make progress in obtaining major commitment 
from their main political authorities. these proposals are presented in chapter 
seven, as a conclusion taken from all five cities.   

2.4.6. MUTUAL AID MECHANISMS AND PROPOSALS FOR 
THE EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCES

The identification of specific proposals for horizontal cooperation, according to 
specific needs and opportunities for technical assistance took place in parallel with 
the hands-on workshops. on the basis of these proposals, mechanisms of mutual 
aid have to be implemented in the interrelation between technicians, but mainly 
through a regional agreement between Mayors. a methodological guide for the 
design of mutual aid mechanisms can be found in chapter six.

2.4.7. REGIONAL POLITICAL AGREEMENTS

from the very beginning, obtaining the signing of agreements between the highest 
political levels within the municipal administration was considered important to ensure 
the continuity of the regional strengthening process and to start the procedures 
for horizontal cooperation. in this sense, the Regional project together with the 
Municipality of la paz organised a meeting in which the authorities committed 
themselves to continue with this initiative. for this purpose and based on documents 
on policy guidelines, the Regional declaration was drawn up; this document was 
signed in the Conferencia Regional y Cumbre de alcaldes (Regional Conference and 
Mayor’s Summit), that took place in La Paz from the 11th to the 13th of April 2007.

the Mayor’s summit for risk reduction is within the framework of the iii encuentro 
de la Red Andina de Ciudades (3rd Meeting of the Andean Cities Network). Thus, 
more than 2� cities took part in this event, represented by �7 Mayors and �2 general 
secretaries. it is intended to attract other major cities to this event. Cities that are 
going through processes of risk construction and management similar to those in the 
capital cities.
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the occurrence of disasters in urban zones has increased in number, variety and 
impact. andean Capitals are a clear proof of this, given the disorganised growth of 
their informal – and even formal- areas which has contributed to the configuration 
of risk conditions. Many are the causes for these problems, in many cases they 
are so far from the reach of the city’s administration that they can not be tackled 
directly; in others these are so common, urgent and priority that it is difficult to take 
strategic and long-term actions.  

The truth is that in the configuration of unsafe conditions intervene both physical-
natural factors as well as social, economic, cultural, political and/or institutional 
factors. These factors affect the generation of vulnerabilities, and the intensification 
of unsafe conditions that are mainly found in excluded sectors in the society. this is 
the case of the population of scarce resources, who in a context that does not offer 
the opportunity to have formal housing, services and economic activities is forced 
to look for survival strategies and settle, under informal procedures, in inadequate 
lands close to their jobs and other services. 

the complexity of these reasons obliges, therefore, to pluralize and integrate 
efforts to overcome them. in order to make effective interventions, it is necessary 
that adequate technical measures and the adequate regulating, institutional, 

Conceptual and methodological approach3
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environmental and economic strategies, together with measures that promote 
community participation and coordination amongst those involved, are all put 
together. for example, to control a hillside, it is not only necessary to build a 
retaining wall, but also other initiatives should be included to control settlements 
on the upper part of this hillside, an appropriate drainage service to avoid leaks, 
actions of community organisation and training that can encourage participation 
and care of the hillside, amongst others.    

Plurality and integration in intervention require coordinated 
participation of a wide range of actors. Both public and private 
institutions and the community must develop strategies that 
allow them, on the one hand, to affect tendencies that generate 
new risk conditions, and on the other to reduce their unsafe and 
vulnerable conditions and at the same time to enhance their 
capability to assist and recover in case of an emergency. Joint 
intervention within a system of autonomous actors is vital to risk 
management.  

Risk generating factors – social, physical, environmental, economic – in many 
cases do not present defined limits and therefore they do not correspond to the 
political-administrative borders of a municipality. actions carried out in a locality 
could affect its neighbour; for example by throwing waste, industrial releases or 
the inadequate intervention of a riverside. Therefore, reducing risk conditions 
means coordination between neighbouring municipalities, trying to strengthen 
their capabilities to achieve a more efficient intervention reducing the impact on 
one another.    

in this process, the starting point should be the incorporation of the risk reduction 
subject in institutional and community culture. undoubtedly, any effort would fail, 
sooner or later, if the authorities do not show political willingness to include this 
subject into institutional dynamics. Moreover, the participation of the community 
will also contribute to give sustainability to those actions. assuming risk reduction 
as a priority, together with a real offer of opportunities for the population must be 
the foundation of risk management.

3.1. CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
Recognising the scope and time of the project, representatives from the five cities 
met in Quito� (on the 9th of June 2006) and agreed on the need to identify a 

�  Representatives of the institutions in 
charge of carrying out the project parti-
cipated within this meeting: UNDP Focal 
Points on Risk Management in Bolivia, 
Colombia, ecuador, peru and Venezuela; 
technicians and/or employees of the mu-
nicipalities of Bogotá, Caracas, La Paz, 
Lima y Quito and personnel from the Re-
gional programme Coordination unit and 
the UNDP/BCPR office.

The complexity 
of these reasons 
obliges therefore 
to pluralize and 
integrate efforts 
to overcome them.
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concrete common problem to all the municipalities that can guide the development 
of the project. The identification of instruments and tools for risk management to 
be evaluated and incorporated in a transference and horizontal cooperation process 
between andean capitals would be carried out around this subject.  

the common problematic prioritised as the intervention scenario of the project 
are risk conditions in the informal settlements located on the hillsides around 
urban areas. The five capital cities from the Andean zone, with their own particular 
physical and social characteristics, present a rising increase of human settlements 
located in the outskirts, on hillsides or on steep slopes likely to be affected by 
hazards proper to their physiological situation, such as landslides, flash floods 
and seismic behaviour, and that have been worsened by previous management 
practices in the area or by characteristics proper of informal settlements around 
urban areas.

the proposal is based on the methodology peR-es2 used by the directorate of 
Emergency Prevention and Response of Bogotá, for both the characterisation of 
its intervention scenarios and its intervention strategy. the present methodological 
proposal is the guide that has allowed a global analysis of the risk configuration 
process, the instrument identification and analysis, and management models. Some 
of the principles included in this methodology are:    

1. Start from a common definition of the intervention scenario to ensure appropriate 
conditions for comparison and exchange of experiences.

2. Characterise urban hillside areas that present similar risk conditions, comparable 
socioeconomic characteristics and where risk management practices are 
developed in each city. 

3. Identify and describe the instruments (policies and practices) applied by each 
city in the above mentioned area, together with the necessary information to 
evaluate their efficiency and the conditions for their application and transfer.

Defining the Scenario

With the aim of establishing minimal conditions to compare the scenario between the 
five cities and consequently the transference of the identified instruments (policies 
and practices), the following definition for the scenario “informal settlements on urban 
hillsides” was proposed,  in terms of a geographical situation, a geomorphology, 
characteristics of the settlement and typical risk construction processes:  

2 the proposal is based on the peR-es 
- Modelo presión-estado-Respuesta de 
naciones unidas – (united nations pres-
sure-state-Response Model) used by the 
DPAE-Bogotá, for both the characteriza-
tion of intervention areas and to define its 
intervention strategy.
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the scenario of informal settlements in urban hillsides represent the 
development of housing groups, of people of scarce resources, without 
taking into account the basic urban construction and planning regulations 
on moderate to steep slopes of mountains next to a main andean city. in 
these areas the physical development of both, the constructions and the 
infrastructures is usually deficient and gradual. Adding to the potential hazards 
that the hillsides themselves are as physical scenarios, are the vulnerability 
conditions due to the precariousness of the settlement itself and where risk 
becomes an important element in urban poverty dynamics.

this scenario usually corresponds to urban outskirts that are informally expanding 
on summits, hillsides, gullies and at the bottom of the hillsides, on mountains or 
mountain chains near the city. this informal urban development can cover one or 
more areas; it can be continuous or discontinuous with the main urban area; it can 
be within the municipal jurisdiction of the capital city or expand itself beyond its 
borders onto neighbouring municipalities.

Settlement patterns and territory development

the scenario is located on an urban border with different degrees of development 
where in time it is possible to observe a relatively gradual transition between the 
consolidated urban area and the neighbouring agricultural, forestry, mining areas, 
with natural ecosystems at different degrees of conservation or wastelands (non-
cultivable). depending on the urban form and the expansion historical pattern, it is 
also possible to find informal settlements on mountains within the main urban area 
(not in the outskirts) as it is the case of agustino and Cerro san Cristobal in lima; 
El Panecillo in Quito; or Catia in Caracas. 

the population that develops and inhabits these settlements comes in different 
proportions in each city, from the natural increase of the poorest social groups 
within the city and from the migration of rural population from other areas of the 
country, which is forced to move because of their poverty or different types of social 
conflicts. The social dynamics of these settlements is marked by poverty, lack of 
social integration and informality.

usually the development of these settlements is progressive; therefore they start 
with a deficit of equipment, services and infrastructure that it is solved partially and 
slowly as the networks expand, resources are built and roads improved. all this 
can be managed or built by the local communities themselves. House construction 
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can also be progressive (the form and the materials used change; and the size too, 
as much as its owner is able improve it). informal housing can also be used for 
other purposes, either in the same construction or in others, such as commerce or 
industry that also present different dynamics of informality.

the rapport between governmental entities and these developments can be diverse 
and contradictory, even within the same city. it can include certain restrictions 
and control or even foster the occupation of these areas; help to the progressive 
improvement of the constructions and the settlement; and different interventions 
on social, environmental and risk management. 

Risk construction processes

natural processes, characteristic of ecosystems and slope areas in hydrographical 
basins, such as torrential floods, landslides and forest fires become risks due to:

n Environmental damage caused by activities prior the informal settlement: 
agriculture, mining, shepherding, etc.

n the exposure generated by the development of informal settlements in areas 
where the above-mentioned processes manifest themselves with greater 
intensity or frequency: unstable areas, ravine borders, gullies, etc.
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n The escalation of hazards due to frequent practices of the settlements on the 
hillsides such as deforestation, levelling slopes to build houses, inadequate 
management of sewage and runoffs, throwing waste and debris into gullies and 
ravines, amongst others.

n aggravation of the risk conditions caused by the progressive increase of land 
occupation and the accumulative process of vulnerabilities.

Moreover, the vulnerabilities and hazards of informal settlements, independent of 
the type of land, that derive from the precariousness of the constructions (fires, 
building collapse, inadequate connection to public services networks, etc), and the 
disorganised mixture of uses and activities (housing, mining, agriculture, forestry, 
industry, etc), each one of those with their own risk generating processes also add 
to the risks mentioned above.

finally and very importantly, the topographic conditions on the hillsides and the 
structure of the settlements themselves make the access of personnel, supplies and 
equipment into the affected areas, in case of an emergency, very difficult. 

3.2. METHODOLOGY USED TO
CHARACTERISE THE SCENARIO
the characterisation of the scenario aims to draw a comprehensive chart of the 
conditions around urban hillside scenarios in each of the five cities; this would 
allow to:

n understand the factors that encourage or limit the development of these informal 
settlements on the hillsides.

n understand and compare risk generating dynamics.

n Identify the determinants of the institutions response: the reason certain things 
are done, others are not done and how are they done.

n Evaluate the conditions affecting the efficiency of policies and practices applied 
on each case.

n Define the conditions to answer such policies and practices when transferred to 
the context of a different city.

Hazard Analysis Model

In both the characterisation and identification of practices, the information is 
organised in a pressure and response model (see figure below), used by both 
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the Directorate of Emergency Prevention and Response of Bogotá (DPAE) and 
the Municipal government in la paz (ugR-gMlp). this model offers an analytic 
vision and the scenario as a whole, showing how each of the variables affect risk 
generation, on which of these variables management practices act upon and how 
the efficiency of such practices is affected by the relation between the variables 
involved.  

The model is based on the definition of a partial scenario within the city’s operation 
(or the city-region). this partial scenario is the group of actors and rapport involved 
in the occupation and transformation of a specific area (territorial scenario) or in 
the production, distribution and consumption of certain goods and services (sector 
scenario). in our case, the scenario of informal settlements on the hillsides (a 
territorial scenario) is a portion of the urban system which involves actors, variables 
and rapport that explain the risks on those areas, in the particular form of territorial 
construction. 
 
the model suggests that the variables and the risk3 generating dynamics can be 
grouped in two main levels: the nucleus and the environment of the scenario. 

the NUCLEUS of the scenario is composed by all those actors from the local 
community, from the private sector (formal and informal) and from state entities 
that are directly related to risk generation, reduction or affectation, in that 
neighbourhood, area or on all the hillsides in the city�.  

GRaphic 02 RiSK aNaLYSiS MODEL

3 That in the Pressure-State-Response 
Model would be variables and dynamics 
of “pressure”. two types of pressure are 
distinguished, an external pressure or su-
rroundings of the scenario (main causes) 
and an internal pressure or nucleus of the 
scenario (dynamic pressures on the nu-
cleus). 

� actors such as local dependencies of 
public entities that help (or do not help) a 
specific sector, those who promote illegal 
occupation or construction, politicians who 
protect or assist informal settlements, the 
occupants themselves and their organiza-
tions, the ngos that work with this com-
munities, conservationists who defend the 
ecosystems on the hillsides, local police, 
industrialists and miners living on the hi-
llsides.  
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Many risk causes, vulnerability in particular, arise from the own actor’s characteristics 
and actions – from the fact that the actors are what they are and how they are. that 
is why it is important to identify them and to define the variables that characterise 
them and to explain in better terms their connection to the risk: poverty, organisation, 
perception and awareness of the risk, origin, etc. 

in the model, the actions of the actors and how they 
modify (reducing or increasing) risk conditions are the most 
important element. these are the processes of organisation, 
communication, occupation, construction, usage, etc., that 
generate, increase or reduce hazards and vulnerabilities. 
Consequently, it is important to understand, in each case, what 
kind of things these institutional, communitarian or private 
actors do, how they do it, why they do it and what is the reason, 
and what the consequences of such actions are.       

The actors and their processes take place in a physical framework: 
specific areas with natural or built characteristics; the result, 
partly of the action of the actors, and partly of previous history. 
in our case we are talking about areas whose main characteristic 
is a steep slope next to a big city. However, such areas can be 
very different in climate, lithology, stability, coverage, construction, accessibility, 
infrastructure, etc, when compared from one city to another or even between 
occupation areas on the hillsides within the same city.

However, an important part that may explain why the actors, the processes and 
the areas are the way they are, and function the way they do, is not found in the 
nucleus of the scenario. We are talking about other variables, other processes and 
other actors that the local actors cannot control and that more often than not go 
unnoticed by those who are in theses areas and processes on a daily basis.

We are talking about the ENVIRONMENT of the scenario, in which are grouped 
cultural, economic, political, regulatory, institutional and social factors that are the 
main cause for the occupation processes on the hillsides, making it informal, more or 
less extensive, and done under certain precarious conditions, etc. like the nucleus, 
the environment also includes variables that explain the possibilities and limitations 
of a possible intervention: conditions of inequality at a regional or national level, 
insecurity and violence, public perception of the problems, regulatory framework, 
public policies, and land supply in other areas, technical capacity, organisation and 
coordination by the agencies, conflicts between municipal authorities, etc.   

This guide 
has allowed 
carrying out a 
comprehensive 
analysis of the 
risk configuration 
process and 
the subsequent 
identification 
analysis of the 
management 
tools.
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generating indirectly from the environment and directly from the core, UNSAFE 
CONDITIONS group all those variables that create a risk (hazards and 
vulnerability), and that explain directly the characteristics of its manifestations 
(frequency, magnitude, coverage, etc). In the case of hillside areas, unsafe 
conditions determined by the land’s own characteristics (steepness, type of soil/
floor, amount of vegetation, precipitations, etc), but the process of erosion has 
been accelerated by the process of occupation and the use of the space – sewage 
spilling, deforestation, levelling slopes, etc.

Vulnerability factors will be represented by the actual conditions of the housing and 
its infrastructure, as well as by the quality of the services (that have accelerated the 
erosion process on the hillsides); but also by environmental practices (for example, 
exploitation of quarries in nearby areas without taking into account any measure 
of protection), the economic conditions of the families, the lack of knowledge of 
the area, the little communication between the local actors, etc. these factors 
are explained by the construction process of the community and by the pressure 
exerted by the environment.  

unsafe conditions have, at the same time, physical (deaths, injuries, damaged structures, 
etc.); environmental (contamination, erosion, etc.); economic (productivity loss, 
infrastructure, etc.); political (increase or decrease of popularity); institutional (budget 
reduction, diversion of human and economic resources); cultural and social (loss of 
school lessons, changes on the local leadership) EFFECTS. Many of these effects fall 
(short, medium or long term) on the actors, the processes and the areas that are part 
of the nucleus of the scenario. others are attributed, on wider terms, to the society, the 
territory and the economy, affecting the city, the region or even the country.

When analysing the limitations that promote the formation of risk conditions, it is 
also possible to identify the complicated connection between a great and varied 
number of variables. In order to make management more efficient, key hurdles 
must be prioritised and intervened so it is possible to start a flux of actions to affect 
the reduction of risk conditions�. to meet the aims of our characterisation, this 
information has been synthesised on a graphic showing these characteristics; this 
graphic would allow defining the centres of intervention that have been previously 
emphasised by the municipal management.      
 � the power law or pareto principle 

says that in an open and complex sys-
tem, a minority of the causes or entries 
are responsible for most of the effects or 
exits. This principle known as 20/80 ob-
serves that 20% of the causes generate 
80% of the effects; therefore it recom-
mends work on the 20% of the key actors 
or 20% of the processes and 20% of the 
areas. strategically working on these key 
aspects management could achieve more 
efficient results. 
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3.3.  METHODOLOGY USED FOR THE RISK 
MANAGEMENT TOOLS INVENTORY
Based on the Pressure-State-Response Model of risk dynamics in the scenario, risk 
management6 can be divided in four sources or forms of response:

R1. Managing the environment; trying to influence key actors to modify policies, 
regulations; and public organisations that affect risk generation, or cultural, 
social, political and economic factors that directly determine the operation of 
the nucleus of the scenario.  

R2. Managing the nucleus, where the interventions are aimed at modifying the 
characteristics of the actors, the processes developed by them and the areas 
where theses processes take place, risk generation can be avoided or reduced 
(education, occupation control, and increase of social housing supply).

6 that corresponds to “Response” in 
the pressure-state-Response Model, 
and comprises de intervention destined 
to reduce hazard (or to optimise its dis-
tribution in time, space and society); 
whether it is promoted from within the 
government or with the participation of 
private actors and local communities.

GRaphic 03UNSaFE cONDiTiONS

GRaphic 04RiSK MaNaGEMENT FRONTS
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R3. Managing unsafe conditions, which means monitoring and correcting the 
already generated risk through reducing the impact of hazards (preventive 
work to control slope levelling, reforestation, rain water drains) and vulnerability 
conditions of the population (relocation, service supply, appropriate construction, 
community organisation, etc.). 

R�. Managing risk effects, which include emergency preparedness, disaster 
assistance, continuous assistance to the victims and rehabilitation and 
reconstruction work that include correction of the emergency causing factors 
and mechanisms that transfer economic impact and finance recovery.

these four management fronts are necessary and complementary, even if they 
are significantly different in the way they intervene and in the results they obtain. 
Managing unsafe conditions offers results in less time and with greater certitude 
than the managing of the nucleus or the environment. in comparison, the results 
of nucleus management are more complex; they take longer and imply greater 
incertitude, although they are more structural, more permanent, sustainable and 
comprehensive. on the same line, the management of the environment usually 
implies long term results; and despite sometimes being difficult and uncertain, it 
changes macro conditions that determine development dynamics and affect the 
whole risk construction chain on a lasting way.

3.4. COMPREHENSIVE RISK MANAGEMENT 
in the metrological framework presented above, comprehensive risk management, 
as this project tackles it, is defined as one that:  

n assists in a balanced way the different territorial and sector scenarios of development, 
and use comparable methods with them. although strategically and with the aim 
of starting a process in and between municipalities, the project focused on hillsides 
scenarios, the need to also intervene in alluvial borders, hillside borders, the existing 
city, industry and urban network amongst others was also recognised. 

n assist, in a balanced and coordinated way, each one of the four management 
fronts within each scenario: risk generating factors in the environment and the 
nucleus, the manifestation of unsafe conditions (reducing existent hazards and 
vulnerabilities) and the direct and indirect effects of it. 

n apply a comprehensive and coordinated management front, different legal, 
engineering, educational, and social, etc. tools and according to the nature of 
the variables involved.
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n Recognises and relates the key actors in the environment and the nucleus of each 
scenario, and links them to risk management including their visions, knowledge, 
interests and initiatives.  

n  integrates risk management into the collective vision and public policy of territorial 
and sector development, at the same time that places it in the historical, critical 
and perspective vision of such development. 

 
3.5. FORMAT USED IN THE COMPILATION OF TOOLS 
Management instruments or tools to be identified can be policies, regulations, plans, 
strategies, methods, techniques and tools, strictly speaking. Each one of these is 
described in chapter 6 as exchange objects.

Once the instruments and tools to be analysed have been identified, and have been 
compiled/grouped in analysis charts, such as the following models. the chart 0� 
allows synthesising information about each identified tool. Then in chart 02 these 
tools allowed analysing the type of management developed by the municipality, 
as well as its capabilities and needs. these needs will be the basis to identify 
experience exchange proposals. 
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the application of the pressure-state-Response Model to the analysis of the 
risk scenario in informal settlements on hillsides allowed a comparative study of 
this phenomenon in the five cities. This study highlights both common elements 
and dynamics, such as the main divergent points in each case. next the aspects 
highlighted by this comparative analysis are pointed out, indicating in each case the 
specific divergences in each city.  

4.1. ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMICS IN
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS ON HILLSIDES

graphic 0� synthesises the main factors and connections within the dynamics in the 
scenario of informal settlements on the hillsides. The numbers highlight:

�.  the increase of informal settlements on the hillsides is determined by the effects 
of development models that generate greater inequality between rural and 
urban areas. the population trend that marks growth in the andean cities is 
caused by the countryside-city migration and the natural increase of poor urban 
population. Three different situations can be defined:

 n  In Lima and Bogotá the armed conflict and the natural development of the 
city have triggered an increase on the occupation of hillsides in the Main 

Regional characterisation 4
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City (distrito Capital o Municipalidad Metropolitana) and neighbouring 
municipalities. this process continues today, since poverty conditions (peru) 
and violence (Colombia) in rural areas continues.

 n  in la paz and Caracas, where the hillsides cover most of the area of the city, 
the process seems to have stopped. However, the settlements on the hillsides 
are becoming overcrowded (in some cases with rates higher than those in 
the centre of the main city), raising density and marginalisation, problems 
that increase risk conditions in slums areas. the problem is also moving into 
neighbouring municipalities and states: El Alto, Palca, Viacha in the case of 
la paz; and Miranda and Vargas in the case of Caracas.

 n  In the case of Quito, there is a current period of “demographic equilibrium” 
with a low pressure of urban development characterised by a decrease in the 
migration process towards the city. 

2. the general dynamics of institutional operation and informality is based on 
unequal distribution of opportunities and income in the society. Andean capitals 
have developed some interesting experiences or urban planning. the problem 
is that the initiatives undertaken have not considered equally the growing 
tendencies in the city, the characteristic of new inhabitants, and their needs and 
priorities. in this sense, two different models of urbanisation have been created, 
on the one hand a formal city, one that has the necessary permits and access to 
services; and on the other an informal city that has to look for its own ways to 
obtain a piece of land, services and land titles. in many cases this process has 
been backed or allowed by the City Halls themselves. 

 In this sense, one of the common aspects in all five cities is the informal dynamics 
of urban land generation. in each city it is seen how the communities organise 
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themselves to take ownership of the land, how they self-manage everything that 
is within their technical and economic possibilities, how informal “loteadores” 
(land dealers) that mix themselves with the main organisation participate, and 
how in a determinate moment the leaders and/or “loteadores” get in touch with 
local politicians to put pressure on the different institutions in the city for getting 
land titles, legalisation, services or networks. In short, expensive and non efficient 
corrective and reactive town-planning which contributes increasing risk.

3.  In the cities that have a surrounding rural economy, there are land use conflicts 
between these and the urban systems. in some cases, these oppose to urban 
development but in others adjustments transformation is easier because of the 
higher value of urban land. the expansion of the city becomes a great opportunity 
for the owner, regarding both formal as well as informal urbanisation, even 
though the land is located in a high risk area.

 this situation is not seen in lima for example, as the city expands itself on 
a desert, and it does not have to face any resistance or resilience of rural 
ways of life. in the case of Caracas, the lack of resistance is due to historical 
weakening of Venezuelan rural economy, for which reason property speculation 
and urbanisation easily become better alternatives for peri-urban rural owners.

�.  the peri-urban mining activities of construction materials generate roads, 
terracing, gives informal employment, access to cheap material and contributes 
to lowering land prices due to environmental damage and risk conditions. these 
facilitate the establishment and development of informal settlements on the 
hillsides, the same that later demand the closure of the quarries for nuisance 
and fear. This aspect of hillside occupation is particularly important in Bogotá.

�.  the accessibility of the area favours settlement growth. this is related to the 
quantitative and quality development of the road network and the proximity 
to centres of employment and services in the city. Changes in accessibility and 
mobility are the main driving force of this successive change and of the expansion 
of the strips of urban edges (urban, peri-urban, suburban, rural, and wild).

 as the land near the city runs out, further out spaces become more attractive. 
the concept of accessibility changes as the city expands. in cities, as big as lima 
and Bogotá, nearby hillsides are considered accessible due to the easy access 
to central areas where employment and services are located. in the meanwhile, 
other outskirts have expanded even further than the existing ones and have 
created new core areas of attraction within the city.
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6.  Access to public services, which commonly refers to aqueduct and sewer systems7  
and not to the whole sense of services. the overcrowding of the informal 
settlements generates social pressure mechanisms to political structures linked 
to informality which determines the legalisation of “neighbourhoods” and public 
service supply. this is the most typical de facto mechanism for expanding and 
developing urban perimeters.

once more, the case of lima can be considered particular 
compared to the other capital cities. as it expands on a desert, 
total urban development, and development in each area is 
controlled by water coverage. However, the political decisions, 
closely linked to informality chains, also generate informal water 
supply dynamics that through a system of reservoirs and tankers 
expand water coverage up to illegal settlements. this ends up 
stretching aqueduct networks from the city.

Besides, when water service management is separated from 
municipal administration it is very difficult to integrate it into a 
comprehensive management that goes according to territorial 
development. this was the case of the private company aguas 
del illimani in la paz8, and the government company sedapal 
(drinking Water and sewing system services) in lima. on the 
other hand, the empresa de alcantarillado y agua potable de 
Quito (owned and administered by the municipal authority) in 

charge of the public service and the conservation of peri-urban basins, has 
integrated the management of water networks, sewage system and rain water 
drainage together with the land-use management.

7.  the slope is a determining factor that marginalises different actors by limiting 
localisation and increasing establishment costs. for this reason, hillsides are 
occupied by either the highest or the lowest economic strata. In general terms:

 n Rich people settle on the hillsides to retire, because they can afford the 
architectonic, geotechnical and hydraulic work for prevention and mitigation, 
and because they have the economic and political power to ignore with 
impunity the environmental and town-planning regulations.

 n the middle class do not occupy the hillsides because formal construction of 
buildings, networks and equipment is too expensive in this areas.    

 n the poorest groups occupy neighbouring hillsides because they are near jobs 
and services, because in these cities there is not housing or land supply for 

7 other services such as telephone, 
electricity, and street lighting depend 
more on the suppliers. 

8 From January 2007 the Water Com-
pany is again owned by the Municipality, 
creating the company called empresa 
pública social de agua potable y sanea-
miento.

The growth 
of informal 

settlements 
is determined 
by inadequate 

development 
model effects 
that generate 

greater inequities 
between urban 

and rural areas, 
and within the 

urban areas 
themselves.
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the poor and because they are not well informed. they are willing to take 
the risks this locations presents before other priorities of more urgent nature. 
furthermore, the hillsides are spaces that attract the attention and assistance 
of the state, particularly during election periods.

8. The grassroots social organisation has an important role in the promotion and 
defence of a settlement in its first stages: attracting new inhabitants, distributing 
the lots and obtaining services. on later stages of consolidation, however, the 
organisation in charge, thanks to its course of claims and achievements can 
adopt an excluding role: avoiding sharing scarce services, not allowing entry to 
new actors or inhabitants, reducing institutional rapports to a very small number 
of leaders, among others.

 the role of the grassroots social organisation on territorial development on 
peri-urban hillsides depends mainly on the history and the dynamics of its 
relationship with the state. this determines some differences between the cities, 
even though, in all cases it is about marginalised communities, generated and 
registered under a mechanic of informality and therefore separated from urban 
life and the institutions.

 insofar as the communities in the outskirts integrate themselves to formality, 
building formal relationships with the institutions, the basic organisation usually 
weakens and disintegrates. this because the organisation has lost its main 
function. the informal settlement has become a neighbourhood, part of a city, 
and its members are now an urban society and as such, they are related with 
the institutions.
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4.2. RISK ANALYSIS
ON HILLSIDE SCENARIOS    

graphic number 06 groups, due to the great number of common variables and 
dynamics, risks caused by:

n Mass removal phenomena

n  Flash floods

n  Earthquakes 

the arrows that point to the boxes with an A represent factors and processes 
that generate or intensify hazards, while the ones pointing to the boxes with a 
V generate or represent vulnerability. as it can be seen, the main risk generating 
factor is represented by informal settlements that expand because of the social, 
economic and institutional process, explained above.

in the peri-urban hillsides areas, different factors have contributed to escalation 
of socio-natural hazards – initially of geological and hydrological origin – and to 
the increase of vulnerability. occupation of high risk areas, land alteration (cuts, 
precarious terraces, drainage obstruction), technical deficiencies and construction 
materials, informal networks and inadequate disposal of waste and debris, neglected 
population locked inside the houses (children, elderly and sick people), among 
others.

GRaphic 06 pUBLic RiSK ON pERi-URBaN MOUNTaiNS
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a characteristic of peri-urban hillsides is the impetuosity of the basins. going into 
the city, the courses spread onto greater areas and towns other than just the 
hillside settlements. Environmental damage such as the reduction of the infiltration 
capacity by buildings and roads worsen torrential behaviour, raising flood threats 
and mass removals in urban sectors at the bottom of the hillsides and near river 
beds.

Although the dynamics are complex, it can be summarised like this: mountains 
are areas that concentrate strong biophysical processes, their alteration destabilise 
such processes increasing hazards on hillside settlements and the nearby city; the 
physical precariousness of these informal settlements on the hillsides and the social 
weaknesses of their inhabitants increase the overall vulnerability, creating large risk 
areas on peri-urban mountains in these cities.
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It is extremely difficult to analyse the different approaches for managing each city 
and establish comparisons. This mainly because each one responds to a unique 
national and local context, as well as to a particular and specific institutional 
development.

However, some of the highlighted aspects in the discussions through the various 
meetings allow defining those aspects with some clarity, which as strengths 
or weaknesses, could serve as elements directed to future risk management 
development in these capitals to identify mutual aid initiatives. 

5.1. COMPARATIVE READING OF THE
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES FOUND

the following strengths are those that have attracted the most attention in the 
presentations, analyses and discussions for each city:

Bogotá:
n the Colombian territorial planning system and its development in the distrito 

Capital (Capital district) that has allowed having a comprehensive and 
coordinated intervention with a long term outlook. this is the main cornerstone 
for promoting measures that prevent new risks generation.

different management approaches5
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n the inclusion of the risk component in the plan de ordenamiento territorial 
(land use planning) of the city. this has been the basis for including the risk 
component as a priority, in the development of the different land management 
instruments.  

n Coordination between institutions, which has contributed to a more efficient and 
effective management of processes such as: relocation due to high mass removal 
and/or floods non-mitigating risk or an overall improvement of neighbourhoods 
in the city.

n the integrated inclusion of 
educational, engineering, 
town planning and environ-
mental tools when dealing 
with risk problems. added 
to this are the technical and 
institutional capacities to 
explore and develop new 
functions and processes as 
well as the flexibility for including this initiatives into the institutional structures. 
in this sense, the essentially technical decisions have earned respect and 
observance before the political class.   

n the organisation of the sistema distrital de prevención y atención de emergencias, 
(system of emergency Response and prevention) that allows crosscutting 
responsibilities, tasks and resources within a wide group of entities all under a 

unified policy and coordination.

Caracas
n local planning processes to 

reorganise high risk areas. 
the municipalities libertador, 
Baruta and Sucre have made 
progress on the development 
of methodologies for asse-
ssing physical and social 
conditions, of planning phy-
sical renewal measures and 
implementing initiatives to 
reorganise the space and 
of overall improvement of 
neighbourhoods. 
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n technological development of risk management in the municipality of Chacao, 
that includes an early Warning system in micro-basins and a system of municipal 
management indicators that guides planning priorities.

n the rigorous conservation and citizen appropriation of the el avila Mountain in 
Caracas, which has prevented occupation on its hillsides in some areas of the 
city. the construction of a motorway at an elevation of one-thousand meters has 
functioned as a barrier to complement the initiatives of recreational use of the 
national park. 

n social and institutional organisation, logistics, and discipline to assist emergencies 
in the whole city, through the work of the Fire Brigade, Civil Protection and the 
responsible entities that are in charge of public services in the City Halls.

La Paz
n the Mayor’s political willin-

gness to reduce risks has 
favoured the development 
of initiatives linked to this 
topic in all the offices of the 
municipality. 

n placing risk management in 
the Municipal development 
Plan, defined as one of the 
five strategic crosscutting themes for the next five-year period. This Plan highlights 
the actions directed to build prevention work as well as the strengthening of 
capacities to assist emergency situations.     

n the technological level developed to build ambitious/broad-scope prevention 
work, such as retaining walls, aqueducts and sedimentation ponds. La Paz 
City Hall has invested a considerable sum of money in the last five years after 
the disasters caused by the hailstorm of 2002; that has contributed to reduce 
emergency situations in the city. 

n the inclusion of the risk issue on neighbourhood improvement programmes 
(called “Barrios de Verdad”). Risk level is one of the variables used to select 
the settlements; once in intervention at least �0% is invested on prevention 
work such as, rain water drainage systems parallel to building steps to exit the 
community and retaining walls. Community organisation and training for first aid 
assistance in emergencies is also included.
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Lima
n the inclusion of the risk issue in 

the process of neighbourhood 
legalisation, as a variable 
that prevents or determines 
granting of titles. in the case of 
conditioning, the community is 
asked, after a risk evaluation 
carried out by the Civil defence 
Office (Defensa Civil), to meet 
certain requirements such as 
build terraces for the location 
of the houses, build steps, locate a safe shelter place, organise its emergency 
operational Committees and provide training to assist emergencies.   

n interaction between public entities, grassroots organisations for the orientation 
and the conditioning of hillside occupation. The Municipal Deputy Office of 
Cadastre and Municipal Deputy Office of Civil Defence work together in the 
promotion inside the community to facilitate the implementation of the 
recommendations established by the Risk Report. This work requires particular 
commitment from the technical staff to the hillside settlements.

n the presence of a Metropolitan City Hall with jurisdiction on the whole province, 
which would allow developing a planning process that would articulate the action 
of local government entities and urban planning that, brings coherence to the 
overall development of the city.   

Quito 
n The capacity of the DMQ on land 

planning and management, transport and 
environment in the provincial jurisdiction, 
this makes possible a coordinated and 
coherent action between the different 
municipal offices and companies. 

n the long term vision incorporated to the 
planning of the city: the Plan Equinoccio 
XXI and the Territorial Development Plan. 
in addition, strategies to control occupation 
on hillsides and initiatives to promote 
expansion towards areas identified as less 
risk potential have been developed. 
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n the cultural and social impact of educational, recreational and tourist use of 
hillsides that has encouraged conservation and appropriation of the hillsides on 
the pichincha and atacazo Mountains.

n the comprehensive management of basins, including the construction of 
hydraulic work but mainly social management strategies that go together with 
the various interventions.

the project has also allowed identifying weaknesses. these are considered the 
main bottlenecks for implementing strategies to transform new risk generating 
processes, reduction of the existent risk conditions, as well as the strengthening of 
capacities of emergency assistance.

n The great difficulty to recognise the complexity and particularities of human 
settlements located on urban borders as well as their ability to adjust to the 
social, economic and institutional context. The latter is reflected in the dynamics 
of occupation and the use of land in informal areas, contrary to planning and 
management methods based on static and simplistic land planning of formal 
areas.

n thematic fragmentation of the intervention, characterised by a mix of partial, 
isolated and dispersed solutions in the territory with no considerations in 
regard of the complexity of risk scenario generation. this situation results on 
a waste of resources and an overlapping and duplication of functions, reducing 
efficiency and effectiveness in the improvement of town-planning and causing 
risk accumulation and environmental damage conditions in the city.  

n territorial fragmentation of management that is unable to overcome political-
administrative barriers in order to perceive urban-territorial development 
in its exact dimension and complexity. in all cases, the scenarios go beyond 
the jurisdiction limits of the municipalities in the capitals and have spread the 
problem into the municipalities of neighbouring hillsides, who have even less 
capacity to deal with risk reduction.

n the persistence of assistentialism and corrective approaches of local or national 
public institutions, justified by explicit or implicit wrong vision of the role of the 
state on development. However, that approach to the communities many times 
coincides with political interests that do not necessarily correspond to technical 
recommendations and to the vision proposed by the technical units from the 
different City Halls.  

n even if educational initiatives and social risk management are being developed 
the emphasis on engineering solutions is still notoriously higher. emphasis is 
put in the construction of drainage and retaining walls. the development of 
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environmental strategies to reduce risk conditions that become part of or prevent 
the great investment required to build prevention work is still very little. 

n the disarticulated action between public, private and community actors due to 
the lack of social agreement and of common intervention strategies on territorial 
development.

some weaknesses manifest themselves with greater intensity in some cities than 
in others:  

n interference from the part of the national government in risk management or 
territorial management that has proven to be unfavourable in all cases where it 
occurs, especially in lima and Caracas, regarding the use of land for housing. the 
concentration of decision-making processes and public investment in the central 
government inhibits the generation of capacities in local areas. Moreover, this 
intervention is characterised by its inefficient and little articulated intervention in 
municipal development initiatives.    

n the lack of standardised risk evaluation methods and criteria. this would allow 
a more adequate land use planning and efficient making decisions processes 
that are ahead of occupation, as well as actions that are more adequate in 
terms of legalisation, relocation, mitigation, and evaluation of the results of the 
above mentioned interventions. this lack is especially critical in lima where 
there has not been a comprehensive study that brings strategic directions for 
the intervention on hillside areas. in Caracas, on the other hand, the limitation 
is more related to coordination and political willingness to apply and make the 
already established land use planning to be respected. in la paz, however, the 
problem lies in a historical cohabitation with risk and extreme tolerance towards 
informal precarious occupation.  

n Dependency on projects (usually with foreign financing) leaves the institutional 
basis of risk management on a state of precariousness. in la paz this is directly 
related to the great economic limitations of its municipal government. In Quito, 
it is more about a process built through projects, such as the psa that still needs 
to make the important step of being transferred to the corresponding municipal 
institutions.
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the Regional project for Risk Reduction in the andean Capital Cities has focused on 
two main objectives. The first aimed at the definition of regional policy guidelines 
for integral management development in the participating cities. the second, 
discussed in this chapter, is about the identification of mutual aid opportunities 
and mechanisms, centred on management tools that can be shared between 
cities, stimulating risk management conceptual, institutional and technological 
development between the participating cities.

The identification of specific interests and needs of exchange started from the 
meetings between technical teams during the hands-on workshops that took 
place in each country. The tools identified as being of most interest in supply and 
demand between the five capitals were reviewed in the reports on characterisation 
of the scenario and tool identification for each city. Finally, as part of the hands-
on workshop in Bogotá, a “business conference” between the participants was 
held which generated the first exchange list of supply and demand and that was 
gradually enriched after the revision of each city. 

Mechanisms of horizontal cooperation 6
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6.1. COMMON AND PARTICULAR
INTERESTS BETWEEN CITIES
looking towards mutual aid between andean capitals to strengthen integral risk ma-
nagement, it is appropriate to start by recognising that each city is at a specific 
moment of the particular development process of their management systems. in this 
sense, it is not possible to assume that all of them are on the same path but rather at 
different stages; therefore some will be “ahead” and some will be “behind”.

It is important to consider this particular context in each city: financial, technological, 
social, cultural, territorial, etc, to determine the applicability, via-
bility and efficiency of an instrument. In this sense, the analysis 
of each instrument has attempted to highlight its characteristics 
with regard to its antecedents, developed activities, potentialities 
and limitations, and even the necessary budget. this in order to 
explain in more detail the context in which each instrument has 
been developed. 

during the experience exchange process between the capital ci-
ties a group of common and particular interests were identified. 
Common interests in the exchange tools for risk management can 
be divided in five groups that include the tools already mentioned in chart 03. The 
aim is that some of these proposals (and hopefully all of them) will become bilateral 
or regional agreements for technical assistance and mutual aid for risk reduction, 
emergency preparedness and disaster assistance.    
 

Considering the 
particular context 
of each city is 
vital to determine 
the applicability, 
viability and 
efficiency of an 
instrument.
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6.2. HORIZONTAL COOPERATION IN THE
THEMATIC NETWORK OF RISK REDUCTION

integral risk management corresponds to a particular conceptual, institutional 
and technological process in each city and country as a response to their socio-
environmental and institutional contexts. However, such process can not be isolated 
from developments in other regions around the world, which could help to accelerate, 
stimulate and even help it to adequately ponder its own achievements.

chaRT 02 TOOL EXchaNGE FOR RiSK MaNaGEMENT
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international cooperation for promoting this thematic has usually focused on 
the idea of generating such processes rather than recognising them. only the 
recognition of these processes placing them within an international comparative 
context would allow each city and country to identify and measure its own demands 
of cooperation. 

the Regional project for Risk Reduction in the andean Capital Cities recognised and 
analysed the integral risk management process developed by each participating 
city, identifying related and differentiating aspects, in both the process itself and in 
the local context. Beyond identifying isolated tools that could represent potential 
responses to specific management needs in each city, the project has made great 
efforts to identify:    

n  the socio-environmental context that determines risk generation, shapes it and 
conditions its management.

n the meaning and operation of each tool in a determined institutional context 
and within a particular way of articulation with other tools.

n the meaning and value of such tool within a particular historical process of 
management development. 

starting from this context and from a vision of the management development 
process, each city could recognise more precisely its developments and needs, as 
well as the real potential of the tools that have been identified in other cities and 
the determining factors for their application.

Horizontal cooperation, as it has been proposed in the project, takes advantage of 
the historical, institutional and socio-environmental similarities between the andean 
capitals. this also allows identifying and even making the most of the differences. 
Within this approach, horizontal cooperation represents a permanent dialogue 
between particular development processes of integral risk management, even with 
different degrees of progress in the different participating cities. a dialogue that 
constitutes the true essence of regional thematic development.

6.3. METHODOLOGICAL GUIDE 
this methodological guide was used to direct and unify concepts, criteria and terms for 
the identification of mutual aid, needs and mechanisms between the five capitals taking 
part in the project, with the aim of implementing identified needs and turning them into 
concrete proposals on what and how should be exchanged.
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the guide is included amongst one of the products of this project as a 
tool that will still be used to identify and implement new opportunities 
for cooperation between member cities of the thematic network for 
Risk Reduction (Red temática de Reducción de Riesgo), and also 
for those that would add themselves to this initiative in the future. 
it is expected, therefore, to formalise horizontal cooperation, on 
this methodological basis, through agreements that will be signed 
between cities that are already linked, or will be at a later date, to 
this thematic network.

Clear identification of needs, mechanisms and expected benefits is 
the basis for the formulation of horizontal cooperation projects to 
be implemented within the framework of the agreements between 

cities, and that will facilitate the elaboration of the budget and the search of financing 
resources required for their implementation. 

The structure of this guide consists of:
n Exchange objects: as a glossary, defines consensus on generic denomination of 

the different tools to be identified as objects for horizontal cooperation.

n Additional information about a tool: indicates what kind of additional information, 
in addition to the one found in the technical chart, is necessary to clearly identify 
the state of development and the origin and destination of the context that 
determine the transference of the tool, and to decide what exchange mechanism 
is more adequate for each object and city.

n Cooperation mechanisms: where the main cooperation mechanisms based 
on tool exchange are identified. These tools will be used to put projects and 
agreements between cities together.

n Criteria for the selection of horizontal cooperation mechanisms: proposed for 
the decision making processes, considering the characteristics of the object, the 
context and the conditions of the participants.  

n parameters for monitoring and evaluation of horizontal cooperation that could 
be used by technical secretaries and each participant to evaluate ex-ante and 
ex-post efficiency and benefits of the agreements, projects, and horizontal 
mechanisms that have been implemented.  

6.3.1. EXCHANGE OBJECTS

Horizontal cooperation between cities belonging to the thematic network for Risk 
Reduction is centred on the exchange of management tools and instruments. as a 

Horizontal 
cooperation 

makes the most 
of historical, 
institutional 

and socio-
environmental 

similarities 
between the 

Andean capitals.
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general denomination, a management instrument or tool is any of the particular ways 
in which the administration of the city organises and applies its resources and actions 
to respond to a need, within a specific context.  

the instruments or tools that can be exchanged between cities belong to the 
following categories (there could be others that may be identified later on):

 n Policy: documents that indicates and defines an aspect of development 
(subject), presents a vision on its structure and dynamics (diagnosis) and 
establishes an approach for its management, in terms of a number of 
statements. each one represents an a priori position on the management of 
the subject and the organisation of the rapports between organisation and 
actors involved in the subject. A policy usually defines, in general terms, 
responsibilities, resources and a course of action for the development of 
strategies, plans, instruments, capacities, etc.

 n Regulation: text or part of text within a legal system from which its 
logic and purpose derive. in this text the behaviours, individual and 
collective rapports on the subject are ordered and sanctioned. a Regulation 
usually has a legal (it comes from a collegiate body elected by the people: 
parliament, assembly, council), executive (enacted by a ruler: president, 
governor, mayor) or administrative (comes from a public administration 
entity, delegated by regulation or disposition of the executive to administer 
a subject: ministry, administrative department, institute, corporation, unit, 
etc.) nature.

 n Plan: document that organises and legalises programmed, delegated 
and budgeted visions, purposes, dispositions, targets and actions the city 
adopts for a part or the whole of its institutional, socioeconomic or territorial 
development, and that usually is put together in a regulation with technical 
basis.

  in latin america, usually there is a distinction between general plan 
(objectives and programmes, people in charge and sources), strategic plan 
(strategies, tasks, resources, results) and operative plan (activities, timing, 
resources and expected products). in general, it is assumed that a plan 
contains programmes, programmes contain projects and projects have 
activities. although, what may represent an activity for an administrative 
level, it could be a project or programme for a lower level.

 n Strategy: identification, prioritisation and organisation of stakeholders, 
resources and actions, amongst many feasible alternatives, to achieve 
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certain objectives in the development of a policy or plan that aims at the 
optimisation of the relationship between advantages and disadvantages 
of the organisation and the environment; and the potential conflicts and 
agreements between the participants.

 n Instrument: mechanism institutionally recognised that can be applied to 
promote generation of resources or agreements for the implementation 
of a plan. For example: instruments to reduce public land/soil, financing 
instruments, negotiation instruments, etc.

 n Method: lineal or complex sequence of techniques, activities and resources 
that describes in a generic way (without people in charge, resources or 
specific dates) the process by which certain supplies are elaborated up to 
the obtaining of some products required by public management. A method 
means an option amongst alternative methods, as well as a conceptual 
framework, that must be made explicit or informed.

  Methods are one of the main aspects in the accumulation or renovation in 
institutional development of public management. Examples: methods of 
community participation, sector agreement, management of information, 
management of indicators, management of basins, of inter-institutional 
organisation and coordination, emergency assistance protocols, etc.

 n Technique: concrete application of a theory and a technology, within the 
framework a method for the fulfilment of a stage in the elaboration of 
supplies and the elaboration of products. Examples: a basin use planning 
may involve different techniques, to process images, for land uplifting, 
cooperation with local actors, land use planning, etc.

  The emphasis on acquisition and diffusion of techniques has lead to the 
interpretation of these as methods, policies or objectives. Example: the 
availability of a technique to process remote sensing images does not imply 
that this is a territorial planning method, or the objective; the policy is not 
to achieve greatest coverage of processed images either.

6.3.2. INFORMATION ABOUT A TOOL

The identification of an exchange object implies having additional information on 
it, in terms of:

n  Purpose: it is a clear definition of the function – as well as the scope – the tool 
must fulfil (or it is expected to fulfil) within the objectives the city has set up  for 
managing public land, risk, environment, settlements, etc. 
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n Background: summarise the process of conceptual, technological, or institutional 
change that allow choosing and developing this tool, clarifying the origin of 
the elements that compose it (importation, validation, construction, etc.). a 
synthesis of similar tools and practices that historically have been substituting 
one for another and to which the object now replaces (previous plans, previous 
regulations, replaced methods), is also needed  

n Context: the set of other instruments that complement or give sense to the 
function of the chosen tool. the context must summarise the most relevant 
geographical, socioeconomic, regulatory and administrative aspects that explain 
why such object was chosen and built, the functionality or limitations it faces in 
the specific case of the city that will apply it.

n Requirements: a short inventory of those necessary resources and conditions 
for the object to be included in the management system of a city and obtain 
an adequate operation. Such requisites are mainly economic, regulatory, 
administrative, conceptual, technological platform, logistics and human 
capacity.

n Development state: an up-to-date succinct analysis of the degree of 
conceptual and methodological development of the object, as well as a current 
level of institutional appropriation and application within the city. Herein, it is 
also convenient to mention the course of action the team that it is developing 
and applying it, considers necessary for its perfection or replacement.

this additional information allows 
a better evaluation to see which 
exchange mechanism adapts 
better for each tool and city.
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6.3.3. OBJECTIVES AND BENEFITS OF
HORIZONTAL COOPERATION BETWEEN CITIES

With the aim of making the most of a relatively innovative process, it is convenient, 
from the beginning, to clarify the expectations in terms of precise objectives. With 
this we also try to avoid falling into a dynamics of cooperation for the sake of 
cooperation.

1. Sharing, increasing and diversifying benefits derived from the expensive and 
scarce research, technological and institutional development in andean countries, 
starting from the cities where great part of the opportunities and resources and 
progress is concentrated. 

2. encourage conceptual and technological development of risk management and 
other related areas, through reciprocal motivation and enrichment, derived from 
direct dialogue between the people involved in the development and application 
of the different tools. 

3. Enrich the perspective that each city has from their own problems, needs and 
responses, placing it in a context of differences and similarities with similar 
cities.

�. encourage revision and renovation processes of the conceptual and 
methodological framework, produced by the relatively isolated development of 
each city and each institution.

�. strengthen institutional appropriation, self-assessment and, sometimes, bringing 
to light their own management progress in each city, supported by external 
assessment and promotion.

6. Promote the development of the progresses that have been identified, sharing 
them, promoting them and working them in an international network, reducing 
the risk of them being abandoned or stagnated in isolated developments.

in order to encourage a successful horizontal cooperation process, it is important that 
public administration in each participating city is able to identify clearly and visibly for 
all the different parts involved, the following:

n Benefits for the recipient: what would the city gain in terms of regulation, 
organisational, conceptual and technological progress compared to difficulties, 
gaps and timing of an isolated development. also, it is important to clear up 
doubts or fears with regard to the effects the received objects will have on 
the functionality or validity of other similar or related objects. Examples: how 
a new method would affect the interpretation and application of the existent 
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regulations, the utility of other tools, the importance of the people and groups 
within the administration.

n Benefits for the developer: what would the city that develops and offers the 
exchange object gain in terms of better understanding and valuation of its object 
and it applicability, additional development of the object, of agreed or unexpected 
reception of other objects and of training of the participant technicians.

n Emergent benefits for the cities network: those who are not capitalised by any of 
the parts, but rather represent progress and earnings as a region, as a network, 
as long as these cities motivate other cities and their own countries towards 
these developments. only creating communicating vessels between cities and 
start an exchange and integration of ideas and techniques, is an important 
benefit that would accelerate the development of each city and the region as a 
community, with an identity of needs, visions and language.

6.3.4. MECHANISMS OF HORIZONTAL
COOPERATION BETWEEN CITIES

amongst the many alternatives discussed and foreseen to operate cooperation between 
cities, at exchange and joint development of objects, the following alternatives were 
more clearly identified. These can be developed together as negotiations make 
progress. 

 n Exchange of information and documentation: delivery and reception 
(physical and/or magnetic) of the necessary documents to understand 
the context, the development process the components and the detailed 
application of a tool. such documentation may include materials such as 
regulations, plans, projects, reports, studies, manuals, formats, designs, 
models, images, maps, etc.    

  the exchange is supported by an annex to clarify contents and instructions 
of use via a virtual forum, web page, blog, e-mail, or other virtual modes.

 n Internship: the petitioning city sends one or more members of its team 
to be trained in the bidding city by participating in day to day management 
activities.           

  this implies that the intern’s entity has the conditions for him to act as 
multiplier, implementing what he has learned upon his return.  
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 n Consultancy: the bidding city sends one or more members of its team 
to train the local team in the petitioning city and stay during part of the 
implementation of the tools they wish to transfer.   

  it implies that the petitioning city has or implements a management 
process in which this tools are included and within the framework where 
the consultancy is developed.     

 n Commission: a technician from the bidding city is transferred for a longer 
period than a consultancy, he is taken on as part of the personnel of an 
entity in the petitioning city where he participates in day to day management 
activities related to the implementation of the transferred tools.

  in cases of emergency, the commission can be composed of many 
technicians bringing equipment and elements to assist such emergency.

 n Meeting: event where many technicians from both sides meet, face to face, 
to present the progresses made, discuss about the tools to be exchanged, 
the conditions and about the development of this exchange.

  these meetings can be carried out as travelling seminars or hands-on 
workshops, making the most of the Regional project of Risk Reduction for 
andean Capital Cities.       

  nowadays, it is even possible to do it virtually as videoconference or virtual 
forums; these can have multimedia support of texts, blueprints, images, 
cartography, etc.    

 n Joint activities: of research, development and specialisation of technical 
or operative aspects to be carried out by the team from their respective 
places of work.        
   

any of these exchange 
mechanisms can be implemen-
ted through a horizontal 
cooperation project that the 
participants will formulate 
and develop together in two 
or more cities, and that aims 
at the integration of tools of 
different origin and/or to the 
development of new tools 
jointly required.
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6.3.5. CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF
HORIZONTAL COOPERATION MECHANISMS 

the selection of one or other mechanism proposed above can be guided by the 
following criteria:

Tool characteristics

n If the complexity of the tool and/or the implementation process require 
a more intense and agile bi-directional exchange than just the exchange of 
documentation.

n if the volume and diversity of the information formats make direct and personal 
exchange more efficient. In this case the individual accompanies or to some 
extend replaces the documents as the information vehicle. 

n If the tool is on a development and appropriation state and it still requires the 
permanence and continuous presence of the developer in the bidding entity. 

n If it is an identified tool but it still needs to be elaborated, which could be 
advanced as joint development more than a unidirectional transference.

n If the tool is very easy to transfer or on the contrary it requires a great number 
of adaptations or developments in order to be implemented.

Bidding conditions

n if the technician (s) in charge of its development has (have) other responsibilities 
that may limit the time he (they) can leave the bidding entity.

n if there is a technician available to temporary replace the developer in the 
exchange entity or mission. 

Recipient conditions

n if there is availability of own or external resources to cover the costs of the 
exchange: travel expenses, living costs local or abroad, and logistics.

n if there is availability of their own or external resources, whether economic, 
human or other kind, required for the implementation of the tool on a larger or 
smaller scale.

n if the implementation of the tool is viable immediately, in the institutional and 
regulation context of the receiver, or previous adjustments are needed.

n if theoretical or practical training of the personnel of the receiver’s team is 
needed for the implementation of the tool.
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Development of the exchange itself

n if the simplest and most economical exchange mechanisms have been used up 
in the initial phase.

n If the development of the implemented tool requires physical presence of the 
personnel of a city so it can immerse fully in the process of another. 

n If difficulties or obstacles arise, and they require to observation and discussion 
in the area itself.

6.4. PARAMETERS TO MONITOR AND
EVALUATE HORIZONTAL COOPERATION

in order that, both the network and each participant city can monitor and evaluate 
the achievement of their objectives as well as demonstrate and share the benefits 
of international cooperation, the following parameters are proposed (they can be 
operated as indicators): 

n Alternative cost of isolated development: a clear and objective estimate (that can be 
verified by an independent third party) of the costs incurred by the city to achieve 
the same development level without the operated exchange. the cost of the tool in 
the city of origin may be used as a base for the aforementioned estimation. 

n Positioning of risk management: contribution of the transferred tools and the 
exchange process itself to the valuation of the issue of risk management and 
to its positioning within an institutional apparatus and within society. this can 
be measured in terms of allocation of resources, modification of regulations 
or procedures or the link between entities, particulars or local communities, 
amongst others. 

n Improvement of risk reduction indicators: contribution by the transferred tools 
to reduce risk generation (prevention) or the already produced and accumulated 
risk (mitigation), measures in terms of hazards, vulnerabilities or effects (loses, 
frequency, magnitude, etc) indicators.

n Improvement of quality indicators for emergency response: registered through 
indicators such as time of response, efficiency of this response, effect reduction, 
organised connection between actors, capability of the first respondents, installed 
technical capacity, coverage, etc.   

n Improvement of risk management performance indicators: registered through 
costs per unit, cost-efficiency, time of the proceedings, efficiency, precision, 
reliability of the process, correspondence-effectiveness in the relation problem-
response, etc.  
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n Impact of the exchange on other fields related to risk management: it refers to 
how the tools transferred have contributed in a clear and provable way to improve 
management procedures in related fields, such as territorial planning, overall 
improvement of settlements, public services supply and welfare services, etc. 

n Dissemination of exchange benefits in other cities of the receiving country: 
expansion of the received-developed tools or of the services derived of them 
to other cities in the receiving country, through agreements or other exchange 
mechanisms with the capital. 
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Based on the diagnoses and proposals from the five capitals, as well as on the joint 
reflections all along the hands-on workshops, some guidelines that should guide 
public risk management have been identified, especially regarding hillside areas, and 
strengthen it in the context of institutional and social development in each city. in this 
sense, these guidelines have been the base to elaborate the Regional declaration on 
Risk Reduction.

given the particularities in each city and the hillside scenarios in each one, these 
guidelines are not equally relevant or viable in all cases. For this reason, each city 
should define their priority or relevance for each case and estimate their capability 
or viability. It is hoped that this would make of the present document a tool flexible 
and sensitive to the context, one that will respect process and moment differences 
in each city. 

7.1. GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF
COMPREHENSIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

the guidelines of regional policy adopted here respond to a fundamental agreement 
on the vision of risk in the development of the society and the territory that expresses 
the following principles:

Conclusions and recommendations 7
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Recognising the city as a scenario for public 
management development 

the growing urbanisation in our countries implies dealing with challenges such 
as equity, poverty, coexistence, productivity, sustainability, etc.; tailored to 
city levels. our cities concentrate challenges and resources that mark public 
management, and this turns them into labs and vanguards of institutional, 
regulatory and technological developments in our countries.

Risk as manifestation of development deficiencies and 
imbalances

development implies physical, social and economic transformations that do 
not always harmonize together in form, speed and direction. this generates 
deficiencies and imbalances that trigger social discomfort, environmental 
damage, and generation of public risk among others. Risk management, 
therefore, aims at correcting and harmonising physical, social and economic 
developments dynamics. Risk management cannot be seen as a specialised 
subject but, in the contrary, has to be always related to these dynamics.

Public risk and public risk management as social 
constructions

Both the generation of public risk and its spatial, temporal and social distribution 
are the result of the perceptions, practices, decisions and rapports of a great 
variety of institutional, private, community and particular actors. therefore, 
public risk management cannot be tackled as an institutional process or a 
technical matter, instead it should include and go beyond these elements and 
become a social process built on the sum of different visions and contributions 
from all the actors involved and affected.

Risk management as a fundamental aspect of democracy 
and development government

an integral, real and permanent reduction of risk in our societies depends on the 
capacity of the institutions and the organised population, to build and operate 
agreements that would efficiently guide changes in development forms and 
tendencies. thus, risk management is inseparable from the primacy of general 
interest over the particular one, as well as of the strengthening of participatory 
democracy and the governance of the economy, society and territory.
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Risk and development indivisibility

urban development, as social, economic and territorial transformation, is 
not divided in topics or segregated to independent aspects or dynamics, and 
does not contain competences, jurisdictions or political administrative limits. 
also, risk management cannot be tackled in a fragmentary way by disciplines, 
instruments, hazards, or by territorial divisions, under penalty of loosing a 
clear and total vision of the causes and effects, as well as real efficiency of the 
interventions aimed to control all these.

The vision of risk as an inseparable aspect
of marginality and urban fragmentation

poverty and marginality are key variables for risk generation. at the same 
time, this is an important element of those social realities, as long as it strongly 
concentrates in the poorest sectors, reducing life expectancy and quality, and 
also the possibilities of comprehensive developments of these communities. 
Consequently risk management should include and be included in the agenda 
for promoting social justice in our cities.

   Recognition of corrective and assistance
approaches as contrary to an efficient,

sustainable and safe development of the city    
in a major scale, risk corrective measures of the social and environmental impacts 
on hillside settlements are the result of corrective and assistentialist approaches 
regarding local community and territory development. at long term, risk management 
is only viable only if these approaches are replaced by co-responsibility of all actors, 
risk prevention and proactive development of the territory. 

   Recognition of the hillsides as special
areas for urban development

andean capitals surrounded by mountains, present particularly restrictive 
conditions for a sustainable and safe urban development. Hillside occupation 
entails risks, scenery and environmental impacts, growing over costs in 
construction, maintenance, mobility and public services, reducing the 
sustainability and the viability of our cities. such conditions must be carefully 
acknowledged in the decision of occupying, and in which way, this part of 
the territory, prioritising general interest on sustainable, safe development 
supportive to our cities.       
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7.2 GUIDELINES FOR COMPREHENSIVE
RISK MANAGEMENT

Promoting the development of
comprehensive risk management

Risk management should be promoted beyond the fragmented consideration of the 
territory, hazards or disciplines. integral risk management must include and balance 
assistance to technical, social, economic, cultural and environmental aspects that are 
part of its causes and effects.

Including risk management from urban
and regional development planning

as long as risk is a constant result of physical, social and economic imbalances of the 
development, risk management should be tackled as a starting point for the planning 
of the city and its metropolitan and regional surroundings, preventing and correcting 
those dynamics and forms that generate or amplify it. By doing this, it is hoped to 
avoid risk management being limited to only corrective and reactive measures

Strength prevention and balancing it with
emergency mitigation and response

the high cost of mitigation and the serious losses that disasters cause to our societies 
and economies demand that risk management strengthens its capacity to stop and 
correct new risk generating dynamics, preventing its construction and accumulation 
in each scenario of sector and territorial development. Correction of already existing 
risks as well as the necessary and continuous fortification of emergency response 
capacities, should also be included.   

Integrate risk management with
sector management

Risk management must include the administration of each of 
the sectoral aspects that are part of the administration of the 
city (health, education, mobility, environment, etc) and the 
development of its economy (industry, commerce, services, 
etc) that may be related to risk generation or reduction. at the 
same time, public and private management of the above sectors 
must include in its decisions and processes comprehensive risk 
management in a concrete and verifiable way.   

Risk management 
must prevent 
the generation 
of new risks, 
correct the already 
existent ones, 
and strengthen 
emergency 
response 
capacities.
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Institutionalise and decentralise risk management

Risk management should not depend on circumstantial processes or isolated 
entities. the development and institutionalisation of risk management systems 
must be promoted in our cities in order to place clear and necessary resources 
and responsibilities in each area and level of public administration, from regional to 
metropolitan and local, around unified and effectively binding guidelines. 

Increase social visibility and co-responsibility
in risk management

the generation of a risk is a social process, and its impacts are perceived by the 
society as a whole. therefore, risk management must promote social visibility of the 
actors and conducts that would determine its generation or reduction, at the same 
time that it promotes the connection between public, private and particular actors, 
becoming an auto-sustainable process that goes beyond institutional responsibilities 
and the ideology of future governments and their employees.

Bring socioeconomic efficiency into risk
management policies and decisions

the construction of public policy and the decision-making process must be aimed at 
increasing efficiency in terms of the connection between the invested resources and 
the results obtained with regard to the magnitude of the risk and the distribution of 
its effects in the territory, in time and in the different sectors of the society.
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Strength socially efficient administration of the information 
and the construction of knowledge for risk management

the development and continuous improvement of the database will be encouraged. 
This database will be sufficient and necessary for the decision-making process of 
each one of the institutional and social actors linked to risk management, as well 
as the necessary mechanisms to guarantee broad and appropriate access to such 
information, together with dialogue and social practice that would turn it into practical, 
experience-based and collective knowledge that would modify risk generation 
behaviours and guides participation in its management.

Continuously strengthening interdisciplinary 
technical capacity

Continuous development, exchange and updating will be promoted 
to fortify the technical capacity in the management of the different 
physical, social, cultural, administrative and legal aspects that 
would contribute to a comprehensive risk management by each 
one of the actors linked to it.

Increase fiscal and economic protection of 
both the city and the region

the concentration of public administration, public services and economy in the big 
cities increases the vulnerability of the country and the region. therefore, development 
will be promoted and the application of financial protection mechanisms of public 
and private patrimony, centred in our cities, and in particular of the structures and 
functions that will support the recovery of the society and the economy after a disaster 
will be expanded.

Support local development of risk management
with cooperation between Andean cities and other 
international bodies

Risk management is a field of constant conceptual and technological innovation 
worldwide. Most of its progress has only been engender by great human and material 
loses. therefore, exchange and update, at a global level, is a moral obligation and an 
instrumental need for our cities. international cooperation, and cooperation between 
andean capitals, in particular, will be used to support institutional and technological 
development of risk management, within the particularity and depending on the 
process defined by each city.

Risk management 
should be tackled 
as the starting 
point for planning 
the city and its 
metropolitan 
and regional 
surroundings.
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Exercise effective leadership in risk management 
institutional development at regional and national levels

The progress made in each Andean capital and the benefits obtained from international 
cooperation will be the basis to make our cities lead risk management technical and 
institutional development, the administration of settlements on the hillsides at a 
national scale as well as in other cities of the respective countries. 

7.3. REGIONAL POLICY GUIDELINES
the following statements represent regional guidelines to lead the development of 
public policies for comprehensive risk management in the participant cities, paying 
particular attention to informal hillside settlements.

given that risk management faces development imbalances, these guidelines should 
not only address the specific points of risk management but also the macro policies 
that rule development, such as territorial, environmental, and social as well as some 
that direct key sectors: housing, public services, mobility. Thus, specific guidelines on 
risk management would increase its viability and efficiency.  

7.3.1 GUIDELINES FOR MACRO POLICIES

Territorial development public policy

n encourage agreements between institutions as well as changes in the regulations 
that would help placing planning and urban development management within 
the real extension of the functional city. this includes areas that depend mainly 
on services supplied by the city and/or linked to it by daily commuting of 
inhabitants. this should help to prevent that political-administrative divisions or 
the formal separation between urban and rural areas to stop appreciating and 
facing the exact dimensions and ways of territorial development and the risk 
generation that it implies.  

n Regulate the limits of building lands and the provision of public services, taking 
into account the real potential of formal and informal development of neighbouring 
hillsides, and giving all that is needed for their development including functions, 
uses and ways that would prioritise public control and use, and at the same time 
exclude those that generate public risk. 

n develop strategies that would minimise the extension of the city over the highest 
slopes, as well as promoting development and town planning application, 
adequate engineering and architecture for a safe and sustainable use of the 
hillsides that will be occupied. 
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n Promote the formation of a closed and well-defined urban border, as opposed to 
non-habitable areas on the nearby mountains, by favouring road and network 
layout as well as localisation of activities that would reduce the occupation on 
the highest levels. 

n develop regulations and proceedings that would allow the increasing of social 
visibility along with punitive, civil and disciplinary responsibility of public, private 
and particular actors who favour informal occupation on the hillsides, or public 
risk generation in land development.

Environmental public policy

n include the favouring of conservation, social recognition and collective 
appropriation of peri-urban mountains as a scenic offer for such things as 
recreational scenarios, environmental education, and places that would generate 
environmental services for the safety and sustainability of urban development. 

n Include the greatest eco-efficiency in the occupation and transformation of 
the territory, keeping and making the most of the capacity of the systems and 
ecological processes that regulate the biophysical medium for the welfare and 
safety of the city, avoiding the overcosts caused by destruction and the excessive 
artificiality of the environment, and implementing sustainable environmental and 
rationally economic limits to the mitigation of natural phenomena.    
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Social development public policy

n Include the correction of dynamics and practices that generate risks in the fight 
against poverty and marginalisation.

n develop communication, participation and co-responsibility mechanisms 
that would prevent the use of instruments applied to alleviate poverty and 
marginalisation as incentives for informal occupation on the hillsides and for 
public risk generating practices.

7.3.2. GUIDELINES FOR SECTOR POLICIES

Housing public policy

encourage generation and adaptation of building land and the 
production of accessible housing for the poorest social groups, 
including the municipalities which shape together the same urban 
system. this by developing dynamics that are competitive in 
comparison with those of the informal development, and at the 
same time guarantee safety in the localisation and construction 
of the settlements.  

Domiciliary public services policy

develop regulatory, contractual and control mechanisms to ensure the commitment 
of companies that provide domiciliary public services as well as preventing network 
expansion on high-risk areas.

Mobility public policy

lead the planning and development of a road network and public transport inside 
and outside the urban perimeter that would limit accessibility and occupation of 
neighbouring mountains in the city, particularly in areas with the highest environmental 
value or hazard.

7.4. IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS
the following mechanisms are adopted in order to guide the accomplishment of the 
agreements taken at the Regional declaration regarding the development of risk 
management policy in each one of the participant cities, as well as reciprocal support 
between them. each mechanism is developed in more detail in the technical document 
annexed to this declaration, which can be jointly revised and updated at any time by 
the delegated technical parts by each city to monitor these agreements. 

Risk management 
must promote 

the connection 
between all 

public, private and 
particular actors, 
recognising their 

co-responsibility in 
these actions.
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Development of risk management public policy in each 
Andean capital   

each one of the andean Capitals will bring forward formal development and the 
official adoption of a public policy for risk management, including the regional 
guidelines agreed here, according to their relevance and viability within the 
particular context of each city, and giving special attention to the administration 
of informal settlements on the hillsides.

Development of a Five-Year Plan to implement risk 
management public policy in each Andean capital

Each participating city will develop  a long term plan of at least five years 
that will report about the implementation of a risk management official policy, 
in terms of precise targets, activities and responsibilities together with the 
development of the necessary institutional and regulatory framework.

Implementation of horizontal cooperation mechanisms 
and projects between Andean capitals

Joint projects of horizontal cooperation will be developed. These projects will 
include different exchange mechanisms and mutual help between andean 
capitals for the development of risk management and the administration of 
informal settlements on the hillsides. these projects will be coordinated in the 
“Plan Quinquenal” of each city.

Joint monitoring of the developments made in each city 
and of the cooperation between Andean capitals

a joint monitoring will be carried out to determine the progress of development, 
formalisation and implementation of risk management policy, using the agreed 
indicators and mechanisms that would allow evaluation and comparison of the 
progresses made by the five Andean capitals.

Some frequent parameters used in measurement progress and policy efficiency, that 
can be formulated in different indicators, include:

n Economic efficiency: capacity to move resources from different entities and 
actors.
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n Policy efficiency: capacity to modify regulations, project decision or behavioural 
patterns of the different key actors of one or more scenarios. 

n Connection: increase in number, diversity and effectiveness of the participation 
of different actors in the policy making process.

n Government: degree in which the policy becomes agreements, habitual practices, 
and social consensus guaranteeing its fulfilment beyond the State’s control.

n Institutionalism: formalising the policy in a public administration system of 
regulations, entities and procedures, as well as the recognition of such structures 
by the society.

n Action, efficiency or performance indicators directly related with policy 
implementation and results according to the terms of its statement. 

The measurement of the development of a policy should aim, specifically and establish 
to what extent the actions and the results are situational or structural. that is to say, 
to what extent the policy fortifies or generates a social process able to support itself 
and evolve, in the society and in the institutions, beyond the actions that the policy 
has momentarily encouraged.
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